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Dying in a digital age:

how to preserve virtual assets

Even 25 years ago the extent to which our lives,
both social and financial, would today be played
out on the internet would come as a surprise to
many of us.
Most people conduct at least part of their
lives online, either through the use of
online business tools, social networking
and entertainment media, or financially
through online banking and customer loyalty
programmes.
Many others also own cryptocurrencies or,
the latest kid on the block[chain], nonfungible tokens such as digital art.
Access after death or incapacity
Access to online accounts and assets such
as cryptocurrency is of vital importance from
a monetary viewpoint. But virtual assets also
include personal information of enormous
emotional and sentimental value: e-mails,
Facebook updates, photos stored on the
cloud and even tweets. What happens on
death to what the head of social software
and services at Nokia has termed our
“digital soul”, and how do families access
this material?
Online accounts and virtual assets
One of the duties of the personal
representatives (PRs) of a deceased
person’s estate is to collect in the assets
in the estate, and probably one of the
most time consuming part of this process
is identifying exactly what is owned at the
time of death. In the case of some assets
the change in their method of ownership
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should not cause too many problems.
A house is a difficult asset to miss and
checking ownership at the Land Registry is
a potentially far easier process than tracking
down a bundle of lost deeds.
However, the move towards online bank
and share accounts, the proliferation of
financial institutions over recent years and
the fact that some people switch their cash
savings frequently in order to gain the best
rates, may make it very problematic for PRs
to establish exactly which assets of this kind
are owned.
Possible solutions
Drawing up an inventory of digital assets
will enable PRs to identify all the assets in
an estate. However, a means of access will
still be necessary. Sharing passwords during
lifetime is likely to be a breach of account
terms and conditions and is not advisable.
One way forward is for an individual’s Will
to appoint separate executors to deal with
their digital estate, and incorporate the “key”
to online assets by referring to a separate
memorandum to be kept with the Will in
secure storage giving details of the assets
and relevant access information. As a Will
becomes a public document once admitted
to probate, the use of a memorandum
ensures that these details are kept private.
Continued on page 2

Welcome to
the October
issue of the
Wealth, Health
and Inheritance
briefing.
The Society of Trusts and
Estate Practitioners has
just published a report on
digital assets that highlights
their growing prevalence,
and the difficulties that can occur in
accessing them. In this issue we look at
the challenges of dying in a digital age.
We also have the second part of our series
of two articles on divorce with a look
at the changes to Wills, lasting powers
of attorney and estate planning after a
divorce.
We recently heard from the government
with some details about how social care
funding is to alter in the next few years.
We look at some of the “small print” which
make the changes less attractive than they
appear at first.
To complete this issue we consider the
complexities around attorneys investing to
achieve an inheritance tax saving, and the
careful consideration that is needed in what
might be a conflict of interest situation.
In our next issue we will consider any
changes in the private client sphere arising
from the budget at the end of this month.
Until then please do get in touch and follow
us on @CWPrivateClient.
Anthony Fairweather
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Dying in a digital age - continued
It is important to keep the memorandum and inventory up to date.
Once the executors are aware of the accounts, and can quantify
their value, the usual probate procedures can then take place to
realise them.
Succession to an individual’s “digital soul”
Whether ownership to items such as photos and emails can
be passed on death is determined by the individual terms and
conditions concerning the asset in question. Many customer
agreements do not address the situation at all, and the ones that
do so have varying approaches.

Whilst copyright in emails lies with the writer, access can
be problematic. E-mail providers differ in their policies with
Google having led the way in this area some years ago with the
introduction of Inactive Account Manager. This enables users to
decide either that all their data should be deleted after a certain
period of inactivity, or that notification of inactivity should be given
to someone nominated by the user who will be able to download
all authorised data. Some social media websites have similar
arrangements to Google, for example, Facebook’s legacy contact.
In summary it is advisable for your client to:

The position is complicated by the fact that these assets may
be governed by the law of jurisdictions outside of the UK. Many
service providers are in the United States and require a court order
to gain access meaning that the cost of transferring a virtual asset
might exceed its (monetary) value.

1.

Recognise and consider the value and extent of their digital
assets

2.

Make an inventory of them

3.

Record the names of their email accounts and social media
“handles”

Many email and similar accounts are not held in the account
holder’s real name and the use of nicknames (for example) is
common. This can cause difficulties in showing that the person
named on the death certificate or Will is the same person who
held the account. Commentators suggest that individuals should
draw up a list of their email addresses and social media “handles”
and sign this in their legal name so that service providers can tie
up the death certificate with the relevant account. Keeping such
a document with the Will ensures that it will be found, and is kept
safely in the meantime.

4.

Consider including a gift of digital assets in their Will
accompanied by a memorandum with details such as
passwords

5.

Activate Inactive Account manager and use any similar tools
where available.
Emma Pope
Partner
0345 209 1823
emma.pope@clarkewillmott.com

Passing on e-mail account details can be crucial as this may be the
key to other accounts. This could be especially important for small
business owners where details of key customers, contacts and
suppliers might be stored in a Contact address book.
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Divorce: Wills, LPAs and Inheritance tax planning
In the second of two articles we consider Wills, lasting powers of attorney
and estate planning.
Clients going through divorce proceedings will understandably want
to prioritise a suitable financial settlement and arrangements for the
future care of any children, but it is important that other legal aspects arising from the end of the marriage or civil partnership (such
as their Will and inheritance tax position) are taken into account.
Wills
Any gift made in a Will to a former spouse will lapse unless there
is a contrary intention shown in the Will. Any appointment of the
former spouse as an executor will also lapse. The Will itself will,
however, not be revoked but should be reviewed as it is unlikely to
be suitable for your client’s new situation.
Until decree absolute has been granted, if one spouse were to die
the survivor would have a potential claim against the estate for
financial provision under the Inheritance (Provision for Family and
Dependents) Act 1975. It may be beneficial therefore for your client
to leave their estate on discretionary trusts with their spouse within
the class of beneficiaries. The trustees could appoint out funds
to the surviving spouse in settlement of any claim, and the former
spouse could then be excluded as a beneficiary by the trustees in
accordance with sentiments expressed in a letter of wishes.
Assets in joint names will pass automatically to the surviving
co-owner so your client may prefer to separate such assets as
soon as possible, subject to the advice of the solicitor advising on
their divorce.
If your client will be paying ongoing maintenance to their children
after the divorce, and they do not intend to benefit them in their
new Will (perhaps because the estate is to pass to a new partner),
your client should be aware that their children may have a claim
against the estate as dependents for whom reasonable financial
provision has not been made. They might like to consider making
provision for the children from assets not passing under the Will,
such as a life insurance policy written in trust for the children.
If your client’s children do benefit under the Will they could potentially do so at a younger age than when all assets passed first
to the surviving spouse. This is a factor that also makes a trust
attractive as it provides protection against children receiving large
amounts of assets at an age when they are unable to manage
them sensibly.

Lasting powers of attorney (LPAs)
Any appointment of your client’s former spouse as an attorney
under a lasting power of attorney will lapse. Whilst previously many
assets may have been held in joint names, and the mandates for
cash accounts may have allowed either partner to operate them,
once ownership of assets are separated, it is arguably more important for your client to have a Finance LPA.
A health and care LPA may also be a higher priority now that
your client’s spouse is no longer their next-of-kin (with whom, for
example, medical staff would consult when making decisions) and
children may be too young to take on that role.
Estate planning
Following decree absolute, the spouse IHT exemption is no longer
available and so there is a potential immediate IHT charge applying
on your client’s death if the value of their assets exceeds the available allowances and reliefs. There will no longer be a deferral of any
liability to the second death as was previously the case. Although
the unused nil rate band of a previously deceased spouse can be
transferred to his or her widow or widower, this is not possible for
a divorced spouse. Similarly, any unused residence nil rate band
cannot be transferred.
If it is wished, for example, to retain the same home for minor
children careful thought would have to be given as to how any IHT
liability would be funded with insurance having a potential role to
play.
Paul Davies
Partner
0345 209 1783
paul.davies@clarkewillmott.com
Chris Longbottom
Partner
0345 209 1775
chris.longbottom@clarkewillmott.com
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Care fee funding changes
Governments have been slow
to deal with the difficult issue of
funding the care system, with the
political sensitivity of the issue
demonstrated by Theresa May’s illfated plan to bring the value of an
individual’s home within the funding
assessment for “domiciliary” (at
home) care.

Other changes include the right for self-funders to ask their Local
Authority (LA) to arrange their care for them. This will mean that the
individual can benefit from the LA’s knowledge of the care sector,
and its mass buying power but means an increased workload for
busy LAs. The positive is that the government have pledged to
end the situation whereby self-funders in care homes are charged
more (sometimes considerably more) than those paying LA rates.
In addition, the Minimum Income Guarantee (the amount which
someone remaining in their own home is able to retain to pay
for other living costs) and the Personal Expenses Allowance (the
amount of income which a person in a care home being funded by
the LA is able to retain to meet personal costs) are to be unfrozen
after not increasing for some years.

The Dilnot report has never been followed through, although
the proposals recently announced by the government do have
similarities to the recommendations made by Dilnot, particularly the
concept of a care fees “cap” for each individual requiring care.

The complications

The current position

There is at present little other detail other than that unimplemented
provisions in the Care Act 2014 will be used to enact the new cap.
The announced changes have more complications than are
apparent at first sight to the average individual seeking care. Some
of these are:
1.

The relevant unimplemented provisions in the Care Act state
that the cap applies to all “eligible needs”. It is quite possible
for a person to need care, but those care needs not to be
deemed eligible, meaning that the funding of that care will not
count towards the cap. A substantial amount could therefore
be spent on care before incurring costs that count towards the
cap.

2.

The Care Act provides that the cap level will be reviewed each
year in line with the level of average earnings in England. The
cap will therefore be a moving target, probably increasing each
year that the person is in care.

The changes

3.

Under the changes announced in September the capital amount
under which complete funding is available will be increased to
£20,000 while part funding will be available from when a person
has assets of £100,000 or less. In addition, there will be a cap on
fees paid during an individual’s lifetime of £86,000. This comes
into effect in October 2023 so it will be another two years before
someone entering a care home will be assessed according to the
new rules.

The cap relates to care fees only and not to the
accommodation costs of living in a care home, so (based on
previous assessments of the amount of “hotel” costs) over a
three year stay in a care home, £36,000 of accommodation
fees may be paid which would not count towards the cap.

4.

Local authorities will continue to have limits on the amounts
they will pay for care home fees. An individual or their family
will still be able to “top up” to a more expensive home, but the
top up fees paid will not count towards the cap. This could
introduce an element of postcode lottery if LAs are able and
willing to pay different amounts.

5.

It is assumed that contributions from an individual’s income
towards their fees will continue even after the care fees cap
has been hit so over time significant amounts from income
could still be payable.

Funding towards care fees is not currently available from Local
Authorities unless an individual has assets of £23,250 or less;
part funding is then available until assets reach £14,250 when
full funding is available. The value of a person’s home is ignored if
they are receiving domiciliary care. If the individual is moving into
residential care the value of their home is counted as part of their
capital with some limited exceptions (for example, if the person in
question has a spouse who continues to live in the family home).
Under the present system it is estimated by the government that
one in seven individuals pay care fees exceeding £100,000 and
homes often must be sold to fund fees.

#CWPrivateClient
The #CWPrivateClient series is a brand new bimonthly webinar
programme, launching on 18 November 2021. Each 60 minute
webinar will feature two of our private client lawyers who will
provide a light legal overview of some of the more current yet
challenging aspects of private wealth law with an opportunity
for you to ask questions of the speakers at the end. The first
webinar is being presented by partners Paul Davies and Tom
Chiffers who will be examining the legal implications of the
health and social care levy which was recently announced by
the Prime Minister. If you would like to register, please email
events@clarkewillmott.com.
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We will continue to monitor developments in this area, but please
contact us if your client requires help or advice regarding care fees.
Tom Chiffers
Partner
0345 209 1693
tom.chiffers@clarkewillmott.com
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Attorneys and inheritance tax saving investments
For the time being at least business property relief (BPR) continues to be a
generous inheritance tax (IHT) relief which can reduce the IHT liability to nil
on business property that has been owned for at least two years.
Individuals wishing to reduce their estate’s IHT liability are
sometimes advised to consider investing in AIM shares which
have the advantage of benefitting from BPR. For the mentally
capable investor this is just a matter of weighing up their adviser’s
advice and deciding whether to commit funds to an AIM portfolio.
However, if the investor in question is mentally incapable, with
attorneys acting on their behalf, the situation is much more
complex with multiple factors that should be considered.
IHT mitigation and incapable individuals
The most common route taken to reduce IHT liability is lifetime gifts
either into trust or outright to an individual in the hope of surviving
seven years from the gift. However, this is a restricted option for
attorneys as a Lasting Power of Attorney only gives the attorney
limited power to make gifts and anything more extensive requires
court permission which would not necessarily be forthcoming.
Best interests
A capable person is able and entitled to make decisions which are
not in their best interests but under the Mental Capacity Act 2005
attorneys are required to always act in the donor’s best interests.
In addition, attorneys are required to take into account the donor’s
past and present wishes and feelings and beliefs and values.
Attorneys must also consider whether a conflict of interest arises
between the attorney and the donor as the action in question may
then necessitate a court application for approval. The purchase of
AIM investments decided by an attorney who is also a beneficiary
of the donor’s Will could be regarded as just such a conflict of
interest given that the IHT advantages will benefit the beneficiaries
of the donor’s estate rather than the donor during their lifetime.
The potential investments
The characteristics of AIM investments will have to be considered
to determine whether a purchase would be in the donor’s best
interests. The nature of AIM investments is that they may well have
a higher risk profile than other investments, could have a lower
income return, may not be as liquid as other investments, and are
potentially vulnerable to the loss of BPR which would remove the
attraction of IHT mitigation.

Wishes and feelings; beliefs and values
The donor’s past attitudes towards more risky investments and in
relation to tax planning and mitigation should also be considered as
part of the balancing of factors relevant to whether the investment
should be made.
Case Study: Rose
Rose is aged 70 and due to mobility problems and vascular
dementia requires residential care. She is single with total assets
of £600,000 including her flat and, aside from income from
her investments, she receives a DSS pension and Attendance
Allowance at the basic rate. Before she lost capacity Rose chose
an expensive care home intending to top up the fees from her
capital as required. The IHT liability on her estate currently stands at
£40,000.
Her nephew Will is a residuary beneficiary of Rose’s estate and
her attorney. He is advised that investment of £100,000 in an AIM
portfolio would reduce Rose’s IHT liability to nil after two years. Will
is aware of the potential conflict between his interests and those of
his Aunt in making this decision. Rose has always been careful with
money and conservative in her investments. Her solicitor advised
her about IHT planning and mitigation measures when she made
her Will and she expressed no interest in pursuing this saying that
any inheritance would be a bonus for her nephew and niece.
After careful consideration, Will decides that investment in AIM
shares would not be in his Aunt’s best interests. If Rose had a
bigger income and a history of pursuing tax planning the decision
could potentially be different. Whatever the decision, the decisionmaking process should be carefully documented.
Anne Minihane
Partner
0345 209 1391
anne.minihane@clarkewillmott.com

If you would like to receive future editions of Wealth, Health and Inheritance Briefing or if you have any comments or suggestions for the
newsletter please contact: news@clarkewillmott.com
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